
A volcano is an opening in the earth crust which gasses, molten rock materials,                             In the interior of the earth radioactive substances undergo chemical reaction,  

         ash, steam etc are emitted outward in the core of eruption.                                                                                                                  which generates large amount of heat.  

      Volcanic activities is an examples of endogenic process.                                                                        The huge temperature difference leads to the formation of convection current 

          Depending upon the explosive nature of the volcano different landform                                                      in the outer core and the mental due to this the molten magma along 

                                       can be found such as plateau or mountain                                                                                      with the gaseous materials comes out to the earth surface 

                   Volcanoes are closely related to the reason of intense folding and faulting 

  

  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                              Active volcano - Erupt frequently or in action currently e.g. Mount Etna  

                                                                                                                                                                                              Dormant volcano - Not erupted in recent time e.g. Mount Kilimanjaro 

                                                                                                                                                                      Extinct volcano - Never likely erupted again e.g. Mount Buninyong 

                   Shield volcano are made of basalt but not very steep, far and wider they extended to great high as well as distance, Hawaiian volcanoes are the most famous example.  

               Composite Volcano are characterize by outbreaks of cooler and more vicious lavas than basalt. Mayon, Mount Fuji are example of composite volcano 

         Caldera are the most explosive of the earth's volcano there explosiveness indicates that its magma chamber is large the collapsed depressions are known as caldera  

      Cinder cone Volcano are extrusive igneous rocks these are small volcano they have very steep side and usually have a small carter on top  

    Flood basalt provinces  out pour highly fluid lava that flow for long distance Deccan preps form India are flood basalt prominence  

Mid ocean ridge volcano occur in oceanic area the central portion of this ridge experiences frequent eruptions  
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Pacific ring of fire has the largest concentration of active volcano, it has almost two third of active volcano 

          Atlantic coast has a comparatively fewer number of active volcanoes. It has many dormant volcano such as Saint helena , cape verde island etc 

               In the Mediterranean many active volcanoes  are found such as Vesuvius, Stromboli (light house of Mediterranean) etc 

                    In India the Barren Island of Andaman and Nicobar is a volcanic Island which located in the Andaman Sea. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                     

              Volcanic eruption caused highly damaging natural disaster, eruption                                                          Volcanic eruption are responsible for the formation of new  

                         have been responsible for the destruction of whole cities                                                                                                 landforms such as island, plateaus, mountain etc 

           Different  gases released from Volcanic eruption that is hazardous to                                                       The volcanic lava, ash and dust are very fertile for the cultivation 

                                              human life as well as environment                                                                              Volcanic eruption are also the source of mineral resources. they  

Large volcanic eruption inject a large number of sulphur aerosol in the Stratosphere                                                 bring useful and  important minerals resources to the surface  

which can lead to the lowering of surface temperature and increase in depleting of ozone                      The area surrounded by the active volcanoes give rise to the formation  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              of spring and geysers  
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